General information about the system of education in Spain

THE EDUCATION SYSTEM IN SPAIN IS DIVIDED IN
THE FOLLOWING STAGES:
Infant
Education:
this
stage
is
not
compulsory. (Students from 0 to 6 years old)
Prymary
cycles:

Education:

is

divided

into

three
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- 1st cycle: (students from 6 to 8 years old)
- 2nd cycle (students from 8 to 10 years old)
3rd cycle (students from 10 to 12 years
old)
The subjects are the following:
Science
Art
P.E
Language and Literature
English
Maths
Civic Education (Third cycle)
French (Third cycle)
Secondary Education: Students from (12 to 16
years)
Bachelorship: Students from (16 to 18 years
old)
University, job training.
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WE HAVE RIGHTS TO:
 Receive a good teaching and education.
 All children have the same rights at school,
independently of the country or family where I was
born.
 Works and exams have to be evaluated fairly.
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 To use the canteen and the transport of the school.
 Freely express my thoughts and believes in a respectful
way.
 All what school knows about me is a secret. Teachers
have to inform authorities in case something is wrong.
 Choose a representative and be candidate in the
assembly and be informed by the representative

WE HAVE AN OBLIGATION TO:
 Firstly, to know my rights and be aware those are the
same for the others, so respect them.
 Go to school daily, respecting timetables.
 Be polite with the teachers, paying attention and doing
homework.
 To have a good relationship with all children, without
bearing in mind sex, race or religion.
 Look after the school, materials, maintaining clean and
orderly
 You have to participate in the activities organized by
school and classroom.
 The canteen and transport are from school, so you have to
behave in the correct way.
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Calendar
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What should be an ideal student in Spain?
In September we got to knowledge about our right and duty at school.
We have rights to:
-
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-

participate in free activities organized and conducted by the school.
free use of school premises, facilities, equipment and teaching aids and library collection
have ensured a safe and healthy learning environment
provide me a properly organized learning process and ensuring the development of my talents
and interests.
rating my achievements should be systematic, explicit and fair
protect and respect for my dignity.
report to the school head teacher my dissatisfaction with the results and I can apply for redetermination.
extra help if I have problem with the mastery of program material.
freely express their thoughts and beliefs.
freely associate in children's and youth organizations legally operating in the school.
organize school events and class under the supervision of teachers.

What should be an ideal students?
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Mini dictionary- useful phrases for a cultured student
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ANIMAL.

ASNO// DONKEY
EL ASNO EL AMIGO DE SHREK// DONKEY IS SHREK´S FRIEND.



USEFUL EXPRESSIONS:

GREETINGS:
Welcome: Bienvenido
Hello: Hola
Good morning: Buenos días.
Good evening: Buenas tardes.
Good night: Buenas noches.
How are you?: ¿Cómo estás?
GETTING TO KNOW PEOPLE:
Please to meet you: Encantado de conocerte.
What´s your name? ¿Cómo te llamas?
Where are you from? ¿De dónde eres?
LANGUAGE DIFFICULTIES:
I don’t understand: No entiendo.
Please, say that again; Por favor, repite.
How do you say? ¿Cómo se dice?
USEFUL PHRASES:
I´m hungry: Tengo hambre.
I’m thirsty: Estoy sediento.
I want more: Quiero más.
I don’t want it: No quiero esto.
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Why should we learn?
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 To
 To
 To
 To
 To
 To
 To

know vocabulary.
learn to read and Know the information around us.
be competent in daily situations.
write and read in the correct way.
learn how to think.
learn norms of living together.
develop as a human person.

Learning is to acquire new or modify existing knowledge, behaviors, skills,
values, or preferences and may involve different types of information. The
ability to learn is possessed by humans, animals and some machines. Children
play, experiment with the world, learn the rules, and learn to interact. Vygotsky
agrees that play is pivotal for children's development, since they make meaning
of their environment through play.

Self-expressive learners.

Associative learning.

Observation.

Using concrete ideas.

Dialogic learning.

Paying attention to the teacher

Answering the individual needs of student.

Motivated activities.

With cooperative groups.

Through feelings and images.

Try getting manipulative.

Active methodology.
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How to handle school problems?

Piaget, when defining intelligence, admits that this is the "psychological
adaptation to new situations" and a relationship between the organic growth
and the evolution of intelligence.
The purely cognitive aspects of intelligence are already sufficiently
developed in the school curriculum, it has been less systematized, even
abandoned, in the traditional school, by novel, have been those relating to
emotional intelligence (Goleman, and others). It is why what the program
that we carry out our school is based, essentially, in this type of
intelligence for the resolution of conflicts and for the progressive adaptation
of students to the life, both at the present, as children, as to the future as
adults.
The current approach of the process learning basic competencies assumes
that aspects for the development of specific skills for the acquisition of
different subjects (mathematics, language, etc.) are reflected in all of them
(8), but some are intended to treat complete aspects of autonomy in learning
(learning to learn) and acquisition of social skills and emotional control
(autonomy and personal initiative).
At school we have taken the DSR program, developed in three overlapping
phases each with each of the 3 cycles of EP, progressive implementation in
each of the three upcoming courses, with slight variations in the content to
apply in each cycle and not in the objectives and methodological guidance.
Let's here reflect a summary extract from the programme for the 1st. EP
(1st y2 °), optimum level-cycle, for reasons of space.
1 Objective 1st. cycle
1.1 Achieve an emotional self-awareness.
1.2 Ensure adequate control of emotions.
1.3 Development of empathy
1.4. Improvement of interpersonal relations.
2 Content.
2.1 Learn your self-esteem and your emotions.
2.2 Explain your emotions, feelings and mood.
2.3 Negative emotions.
2.4 Positive emotions.
2.5. The empathy.
2.6.-Learn skills emotional (emotional intelligence).
2.7 I fix problems with others.
2.8 I learn to communicate well.
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3 Methodology.- Will develop in mentoring sessions, using techniques of group dynamics
(debate in house, cooperative work, brain storming, role play,...)
- Fictitious situations that were proposed for the identification of
emotions, must be supplemented by others taken from real life, as well as
the conflict that should be resolved within the framework of the
classroom or school.
- The teacher will facilitate the reading of the texts for those students
who do not yet have sufficient skills in literacy (use of the auditivoverbal canal).
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How we can develop intelligence?– exercises for students
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Find the words in the wordsearch.
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RIGHTS PEACE HARDWORKER
POLITE LEARN HAPPY
FRIENDLY SCHOOL SHARE
DUTIES EDUCATION STUDENT

WRITE THE NAMES OF THE FLAGS:

_____

_____

______

_______

_______

_______
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Favourite children games

GALLINICA CIEGA:
1.
2.
3.
4.

To cover child’s eyes.
To turn around three times.
The child with the covered eyes must catch the others.
The child who was catche has to cover her eyes.

1, 2, 3 POLLITO INGLÉS.
1.
2.
3.
4.

A child looking at the wall saying “ one, two, three pollito ingles”
The other children run towards the wall without being seen.
If a child is seen must go to the beginning.
The winner is the child who first arrives to the wall.
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Atmosphere in the school and in the class depends on us
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